Contact

Programme Director
Professor Mika Järvinen, School of Engineering
mika.jarvinen@aalto.fi

Professors responsible for the majors
Industrial Energy Processes and Sustainability (CHEM)
Professor Pekka Oinas
pekka.oinas@aalto.fi

Sustainable Energy Conversion Processes (ENG)
Professor Ville Vuorinen
ville.vuorinen@aalto.fi

Sustainable Energy Systems and Markets (ELEC)
Professor Matti Lehtonen
matti.lehtonen@aalto.fi

Sustainable Energy in Buildings and Built Environment (ENG)
Professor Risto Kosonen
risto.kosonen@aalto.fi

Learning Services
School of Engineering
Sanni Valkeapää, Coordinator
sanni.valkeapaa@aalto.fi
tel. +358 50 4339710
room 145, Otaniemmentie 9, PO Box 17000
Book an appointment

Planning Officer
Mari Rummukainen
mari.i.rummukainen@aalto.fi
tel +358 50 441 4038
Otakaari 4
Book an appointment by email or by Vihta

School of Electrical Engineering
Jenni Tulensalo, Planning Officer
jenni.tulensalo@aalto.fi
+358 50 599 2438
room 1147, Maarintie 8, PO Box 15500
Book an appointment

School of Chemical Engineering
Monica Sandberg, Planning Officer
monica.sandberg@aalto.fi